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Self-assembly materials are traditionally designed so that molecular or meso-scale components
form a single kind of large structure. Here, we propose a scheme to create “multifarious assembly
mixtures”, which self-assemble many different large structures from a set of shared components.
We show that the number of multifarious structures stored in the solution of components increases
rapidly with the number of different types of components. Yet, each stored structure can be retrieved
by tuning only a few parameters, the number of which is only weakly dependent on the size of the
assembled structure. Implications for artificial and biological self-assembly are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
A classical example of self-assembly is crystallization.
At low temperatures the crystalline phase is typically sta-
ble, and thus grows spontaneously from solution through
homogeneous nucleation. If several competing crystalline
phases are allowed by microscopic interactions, the effi-
cient production of a desired phase often requires het-
erogeneous nucleation from a seed of this phase, with
precise annealing protocols [1, 2]. More complex micro-
scopic interactions may lead to a glassy phase with many
competing structures; however, it is generally impossible
to control local compositions or microscopic interactions
to obtain a particular structure.
Recently, there has been a dramatic change in macro-
molecular and colloidal assembly techniques, made pos-
sible by the use of biopolymers, such as DNA, to create
a large variety of inter-component interactions. Indeed,
biomolecules offer exquisite control of microscopic inter-
actions that allows self-assembly of diverse large struc-
tures. Examples range from nanoparticle assemblies [3–
6], which can also form macroscopic crystals [7–10], to
structures using DNA itself as a building material. In the
latter case, DNA origami uses short DNA strands to con-
trollably fold a long backbone strand into different well
controlled structures [11, 12], while short strands of DNA
by themselves can also build up complex three dimen-
sional objects [13, 14]. Similar efforts are underway using
rationally-designed proteins by creating complementary
binding sites on their surfaces [15–17]. Up until now,
however, experimental and theoretical studies have been
limited to devising interactions for the assembling a single
structure. This is to be contrasted with biological sys-
tems, where many different self-assembled structures can
be formed within the cell cytoplasm. These assembled
∗ These authors contributed equally to this work.
structures can in fact share some of their components
and can be dynamically induced independently from one
another [18].
Here, we propose a new mechanism for the self-
assembly of many different structures from one large
set of shared components. Each structure is multifari-
ous, i.e., is made out of many different types of compo-
nents. Such self-assembling systems, which we propose
calling “multifarious assembly mixtures”, are stable and
yet responsive. This means that the mixtures do not
form structures spontaneously, but can be controllably
induced to assemble a specific structure. Different struc-
tures are “encoded” through the choice of molecular in-
teractions and thus “stored” in the mixture, to then be
“retrieved” by changing only a small number of parame-
ters.
The theoretical framework introduced below allows
calculation of the capacity of these systems, i.e., how
many different independent structures can be stored and
retrieved in a mixture of N species of components. In
the traditional approach of self assembly without shared
components, if each structure S is composed of the same
number NS of different species, only N/NS different
structures can be self-assembled. In contrast, in mul-
tifarious assembly mixtures, many more distinct struc-
tures can be stored. Any stored structure can be re-
trieved with a (super)critical nucleation seed. Multiple
seeds can induce the simultaneous assembly of multiple
corresponding structures. Moreover, we show that each
different structure can be retrieved by changing only a
small number of chemical potentials or interspecies in-
teractions, where the number of tuned components is
the number of components in a (super)critical nucleation
seed of the desired structure. Classical nucleation theory
implies that the size of this seed is only weakly dependent
on the size of the structure that is built.
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2A. Model
Consider N species of interacting components in a so-
lution kept at a constant temperature T . In principle,
each species can have a different chemical potential µα,
(α = 1, ..., N), but for simplicity we assume for now that
the chemical potentials have the same value µ. We would
like the components to be able to self-assemble into one
of m distinct, multifarious structures, S = 1, . . . ,m, on
demand (Fig. 1A).
A typical multifarious structure S is built of NS com-
ponent species. In general, each species α in the structure
S has its own multiplicity nSα. In contrast to traditional
studies of self-assembly, e.g. of crystals, where the same
component species appears in many copies in the assem-
bled structure, for multifarious assembly mixtures we are
interested in the case of small values of nSα. Indeed, for
simplicity, we assume here that all component species
have a single copy in every stored structures, nSα = 1,
so that the number of species NS used in the structure
equals the size of the structure NS = MS . Additionally,
we make a simplifying assumption that all the structure
sizes MS have the same value M , so NS = MS = M .
Both cellular systems and recent DNA-mediated as-
sembly experiments show that a single structure S can
be robustly assembled if each pair of neighboring com-
ponents, of species α and β (α, β ∈ {1, . . . , N}) interact
through a specific binding interaction. Our next simpli-
fying assumption is that all these interaction energies are
equal: USαβ = −E and we will also set all non-specific in-
teractions to zero. The binding interactions between dif-
ferent components are mediated through a discrete num-
ber of “binding sites”, with a species α having a valence
zα. For simplicity we assume that all components have
the same valence z.
How might we choose an interaction energy matrix
U totαβ so that the components are capable of assembling
different desired structures S = 1, . . . ,m (Fig. 1A)? The
simplest general prescription that can work for arbitrary
structures is to assume that two species α and β bind
specifically with energy −E if and only if at least one
of the desired structures S requires this binding. Such
a matrix U totαβ then has the potential for “storing” each
structure S as a local free energy minimum (Fig. 1B).
This matrix can be written as,
U totαβ =
{ −E if α, β interact specifically (USαβ = −E) in any S,
0 otherwise.
This form of energy matrix implies that component
species can be promiscuous in their interactions. Indeed,
since a given species α binds specifically to its partners in
each of the stored structures, the total number of specific
binding partners for species α can be large.
In addition to the free energy minima corresponding
to the desired structures, other undesired local minima
might emerge. These correspond to chimeric structures,
or “chimeras”, made of chunks of different desired struc-
tures that can bind together due to the promiscuity im-
plied by Eqn (4). The stability of the stored structures is
determined by the size of the free energy barriers between
the different minima. For instance, if the barriers are low,
chimeras will form spontaneously, even if their local free
energy minima lie higher than those of desired structures
(Fig. 1A). Similarly, the free energy barriers between the
solution of unbound components and other minima deter-
mines the solution’s characteristic time t∗, beyond which
stored structures nucleate spontaneously and the process
of the controlled retrieval of stored structures is com-
promised. Thus, t∗ is the functional “lifetime” of the
multifarious assembly mixture.
B. Storage Capacity
How many different multifarious structures, each of
size M , can one store by using N different species of
components with well-chosen interspecies interactions de-
fined by Eqn (4)? If each species contributed to only a
single structure, the maximum capacity would be N/M .
By sharing species between structures, however, a much
larger number of structures can be stored before chimeras
start to dominate. To find this increased capacity, con-
sider components attaching to the boundary of a growing
seed. The promiscuous interactions implied by Eqn. (4)
might allow the seed to bind different sets of compo-
nents, resulting in chimeras. Therefore, let us compute
the number of species that can specifically bind to a given
boundary site of the seed. Since each component in the
bulk of a stored structure has z nearest neighbors, for
an incoming component to bind stably, it must form spe-
cific bonds with z/2 components on the seed’s boundary.
Due to the promiscuous nature of Eqn. (4), each of these
z/2 boundary components can bind specifically to a set
of ∼ mMN other species 1. For randomly constituted m
structures, each set contains a fraction mM/N2 of all
the N component species. The intersection of these z/2
sets, of the size N(mM/N2)z/2, determines the species
that can specifically bind to all the z/2 boundary compo-
nents. When this number is larger than 1, many different
species can attach to a given boundary site on a growing
seed, resulting in a proliferation of chimeras. Hence, the
largest number m of structures that can be stored is
mc ∼
(
N
M
)
N (z−2)/z. (1)
For z > 2, the exponent (z − 2)/2 is positive and this
equation implies that the capacity mc can be much larger
than the traditional estimate of the capacity N/M . It is
1 To see this, note that if each structure of size M is randomly
constituted from the N species, a given species will occur in
∼ mM
N
of the m stored structures and typically have a different
partner in each of them. Hence, a typical species will have∼ mM
N
specifically binding partners.
3instructive to understand why z = 2 structures i.e., lin-
ear chains, cannot share components. Binding to an end
of a growing chain requires forming a bond with just one
component. If that component is promiscuous, the seed
can always grow in a non-unique chimeric manner. Hence
the promiscuity of individual species, implied by Eqn (4),
must be countered by the requirement on incoming par-
ticles to form multiple (i.e., z/2 > 1) bonds.
C. Retrieval
The above argument shows that the number of struc-
tures that can be stored and stabilized with N compo-
nents is large. For this to be useful, we need to be able
to retrieve each of them easily. The retrieval can be done
in three different ways. One can introduce a nucleation
seed, i.e., a part of a stored structure, into the solution.
Alternatively, one can enhance the formation of such a
seed by increasing the chemical potential of its compo-
nents by an appropriate amount ∆µ, or by strengthen-
ing the interactions USαβ by ∆U for bonds found in such
a seed. These methods enhance the nucleation of one
stored structure without nucleating others, despite all
stored structures being made of the same set of compo-
nents. Such selective nucleation is possible only for mul-
tifarious structures; it relies on the fact that small con-
tiguous subsets of distinct structures typically have dis-
tinct compositions. Such subsets can be used as selective
nucleating seeds, or to selectively lower the nucleation
barrier for one structure using the other two methods
described above.
The critical question is how many different species have
to be tuned in this way to successfully retrieve a partic-
ular stored structure. The answer follows directly from
general nucleation theory, which specifies a critical nucle-
ation radius r∗ in terms of the chemical potential µ and
bond energy E [19]. The minimal seed size N∗ needed
to recover a structure is set by r∗; smaller seeds dissolve
back into components while larger seeds are supercritical
and grow into stored structures. We can make the multi-
farious assembly mixture responsive to smaller seeds by
lowering the critical nucleation radius, for example, by
lowering the ratio µ/E of chemical potential to bond en-
ergy (see SI text and SI Figs. S2, S5 and S6).
However, lowering the critical nucleation radius also
lowers the barrier to spontaneous homogenous nucle-
ation. As noted above, critical seeds can spontaneously
assemble on a characteristic timescale t∗ and grow into
random stored structures, without any external input.
Thus, at a minimum, we need t∗ to be much longer than
the retrieval time, i.e., time necessary for a supercriti-
cal seed to grow into a full structure. Nucleation theory,
adapted to multifarious d-dimensional structures, deter-
mines t∗ as
log
(
t∗
τ
)
=
F∗
kBT
− log(q(m,M)), (2)
where F∗ ∼ γrd−1∗ is the free energy barrier, γ is the free
energy per area required for creating the critical seed and
τ is a time scale connected with microscopic processes.
The second term on the right hand side arises because
we must account for the multiplicity q(m,M) of distinct
nucleation paths leading to the m different stored struc-
tures. For small m, we can estimate q(m,M) ∼ mM to
account for critical seeds from different parts of the m
stored structures of size M each (see SI Text).
For a fixed t∗/τ , Eqn. (2) can be solved for the nucle-
ation radius r∗, and hence the minimal number of com-
ponents N∗ that must be tuned to retrieve a structure.
If all the components have a typical size a, this number
N∗ is of order
N∗ ∼
(
r∗
a
)d
=
(
kBT
ad−1γ
)d/(d−1)
Q(m,M, t∗/τ), (3)
where Q depends only weakly (logarithmically) on m, M
and t∗/τ . We thus conclude, that since N∗ is determined
by the nucleation barrier, it is essentially independent of
the size of the structure, M , that is being retrieved. Note
that the above equations show an unavoidable trade-off:
increasing the lifetime of the multifarious assembly mix-
ture t∗ necessarily increases the nucleation radius r∗ and
hence increases N∗. Thus a more stable multifarious
assembly mixture requires a larger seed for recovering
stored structures.
D. Simple Lattice Model
In order to study different regimes of self-assembly
of multifarious structures, we have considered assembly
based on Eqn. (4), on a simple 2d square lattice. In-
dividual components are square tiles that can be one
of N = 400 species. All m stored structures consist
of M = N tiles, each tile being of different species
positioned inside a 20 × 20 square block. More pre-
cisely, we assume that all the species are present in all
the structures, and each species appears only once in
each structure, nSα = 1 for all α and all S, so that
N = NS = MS = M for all structures S = 1, . . . ,m.
In other words, each stored structure is simply a differ-
ent random permutation of the tiles inside the square
block. We assume that each tile component can bind
up to z = 4 neighbors through specific binding interac-
tions given by Eqn (4), and that all species of tiles have
the same chemical potential µ. We run grand canoni-
cal Monte Carlo simulations with different numbers m of
stored structures on a square lattice of total size 40× 40,
for different values of temperature T and chemical po-
tential µ (see SI Text and SI Fig. S3).
Starting from a particular supercritical seed (of linear
size r > r∗) of one of them stored structures, Fig. 2 shows
a diagram of the different outcomes of our simulations,
as a function of the number of stored structures, m, and
the temperature T (or more precisely, kBT/E, where E
4is the specific binding energy), for a fixed µ. We visu-
alize the different stored structures with different colors,
with the desired structure colored in dark red. For low
m and T , the supercritical seed indeed grows into the de-
sired structure. In this regime of parameter space (regime
I), the solution behaves as a useful multifarious assem-
bly mixture: the mixture is stable for a long time t∗ and
stored structures can be retrieved through heterogeneous
nucleation 2. For higher number of stored structures m
(and at higher temperatures T ) another behavior appears
(regime II). It is characterized by the spontaneous homo-
geneous nucleation of all stored structures from the so-
lution: in this regime, the multifarious assembly mixture
is too short lived to allow the structure retrieval, i.e., t∗
becomes comparable to the time taken for a supercriti-
cal seed to grow into a full desired structure, trecovery.
At even higher values of m we find yet another regime
of behavior (regime III), where chimeric structures dom-
inate. Finally, at high temperatures T , and for all values
of m, we encounter regime IV, where any initial seed dis-
integrates into small clusters of individual components.
The extent of different regimes depends of course on the
chosen model parameters. In particular, the chemical po-
tential µ influences the extent of regimes I and II (see SI
Text and SI Figs. S7 and S9).
Simulations presented in Fig. 3 confirm that, in regime
I, the assembly of a structure can be triggered not only
with supercritical nucleating seeds, but also by enhancing
the chemical potential of a small set of tile species, or by
increasing the bond energies between the tile species from
such a set.
Numerical simulations are also a way to gauge the
capacity of an multifarious assembly mixture to store
structures, and to compare it with the theoretical pre-
dictions presented above. To do this, we have introduced
the entire target structure as a supercritical seed, and
have examined it after a fixed simulation time chosen
to be shorter than the mixture’s lifetime t∗. We have
assessed the quality of retrieval by measuring the error,
i.e., the fraction of the final assembled structure that dif-
fers from the initial target structure (see SI Text and SI
Fig. S4). Fig. 4A depicts the error as a function of the
number of stored structures m, for different number of
particle species N (structure sizes being M = N), at
fixed temperature T and chemical potential µ. There is
a transition at critical value m = mc, above which the
error rises rapidly. We show that the error curves for dif-
ferent N collapse onto each other when plotted against
(m−mc)/mc, Fig. 4B, where mc increases with increas-
2 Our results show that the simulation dynamics obeys the predic-
tion of classical nucleation theory. For instance, within the recov-
ery regime the timescale for appearance of a supercritical clus-
ter, t∗, is much longer than the timescale for recovery, trecovery .
Thus, even though the Monte Carlo dynamics do not reflect the
dynamics of a realistic self-assembly system (see e.g.[20]), they
do substantiate the predictions of nucleation theory, and expose
different regimes of self-assembly of multifarious structures.
ing N as mc ≡ Nκ with κ = 0.47±0.02. This is in a good
agreement with the prediction of Eq. (1) that the mem-
ory capacity scales as mc ∼ N0.5, for the square lattice
model with z = 4 nearest neighbors (see SI Text).
Finally, we have also assessed the trade-off, expressed
in Eqn (3), between the stability of the multifarious as-
sembly mixture, i.e., its lifetime t∗, and the minimal size
N∗ of a seed needed for retrieval (Fig 5). The minimal
seed size N∗ increases slowly with increasing t∗, and re-
mains a small fraction of the total number of components
(400, in this case) in a stored structure. The number of
stored structures m has only a modest effect on N∗, in
agreement with Eqn (3) (see SI Text and SI Fig. S7).
E. Discussion
To conclude, we have demonstrated that it is possi-
ble to store multiple structures in a solution of compo-
nents with designed interactions between them. Using
N different component species, we can store as many
as ∼ (N/M)N (z−2)/z different multifarious structures of
size M and of average coordination number z. In an
extended region of parameter values (e.g., temperature,
chemical potentials, binding energies), such a “multi-
farious assembly mixture” with many stored structures
is both stable and responsive; each of the multifarious
structures can be selectively grown (retrieved) by mod-
ifying chemical potentials or binding energies of only a
small fraction of the N component types, or by introduc-
ing an appropriate seed.
The model that we have explored is very similar to the
way associative neural networks, such as Hopfield’s classi-
cal networks [4] store multiple memories in a distributed
way. In these models, a neural network is programmed to
have multiple stable states, i.e., memories, using a pre-
scription for neuronal connections that is very similar in
spirit to the pooled energy matrix in Eqn (4). It has been
shown [22] that if the number of programmed memories
is sufficiently small, each memory is indeed a stable state
and can be recovered through initial conditions in a ro-
bust manner. However, if the number of stored memories
exceeds the capacity of the network, recovery is spoiled
by the presence of many “spurious memories” – unde-
sired stable states – resulting in regimes [6] similar to
those shown in Fig. 2. A distinctive feature of multifar-
ious assembly mixtures, however, is that we require the
stability of the unassembled mixture itself for a long time
t∗, in addition to the stability of the stored structures (see
SI Text).
In our simulated lattice model, different stored struc-
tures have identical components rearranged in random
permutations. Thus stored structures are assumed to be
independent, or “orthogonal”, as in the case of stored
memories in the original Hopfield model [4]. An impor-
tant extension of the present model would be to study
stored structures with built-in correlations, such as the
presence of shared modules. After all, the controlled as-
5sembly of chimeric structures could be useful. It is also
important to stress that designing specific binding inter-
actions between different components based on superpo-
sition (Eqn (4)), is not the only way to create functional
multifarious assembly mixtures. Although it is arguably
the simplest prescription that works for generic struc-
tures, other non-linear prescriptions can be tailored for
particular structures by exploiting structural motifs (e.g.,
creating multifarious assembly mixtures with higher ca-
pacity or longer lifetimes). Such tailored interactions
have been used to store and retrieve a particular set of
structures composed of a small number of component
species in recent work on DNA programmed assembly
[24]. In similar vein, the ability of a protein sequence
to code for multiple stored internal structures has been
studied in the context of protein folding [25].
Beyond immediate applications to artificial systems
with controllable binding specificity, the present model
proposes a new paradigm to understand molecular ag-
gregates in biology. For instance, our calculations show
that instead of creating new proteins for every individ-
ual structure, it is more efficient if individual proteins
are used in a multiplicity of structures, as is the case in
many cellular assemblies, ranging from transcription fac-
tors [26, 27] to ribonucleoproteins such as spliceosomes
[28]. Our calculations also indicate that such versatil-
ity can be quite high, increasing rapidly with the num-
ber of different component species in the pool. Nonethe-
less, different structures can be selectively assembled by
reprogramming molecular interactions, e.g. by a sim-
ple modulation of the expression levels, or of the spe-
cific binding energies via post-translation modifications,
of a small number of selected components. This is in-
deed what seems to happen often in cellular assembly.
We hope that the theoretical framework presented here,
properly generalized to far-from-equilibrium situations,
will form a basis for quantitative studies of functioning,
regulation and evolution of biological assembly.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
I. STORAGE CAPACITY
A. Promiscuity of Interactions
In our general arguments, we assumed that species α
and β interact specifically if they are bound together in
any one of the m stored structures:
U totαβ = max(
m∑
S=1
USαβ ,−E). (4)
This superposition form of U tot implies that each species
has multiple specifically binding partners. We define the
promiscuity of a binding site on a component of a given
species as the number of species that can specifically bind
to it. In our model with N total species of components
and m stored structures of size M each, a given species
will occur in about mMN stored structures. The compo-
nent will typically be bound to a different species in each
of these structures. Thus the promiscuity of a typical
binding site is ∼ mMN .
B. Scaling of Capacity
When the number of stored structures m is large, the
species interactions are highly promiscuous. As a result,
a given seed may be able to grow non-uniquely by bind-
ing distinct combinations of components and thus form
chimeric structures. Here we show that there is a sud-
den onset of chimeras at some m = mc which defines the
capacity.
To study this, we can specify arbitrary components
along the boundary of a seed (black tiles in Fig. SS.1A)
and ask if there are multiple choices of species that can
fill in the positions Z1, Z2, . . . shown in Fig. SS.1A, such
that Zi form specific bonds with each other and with
all the seed components. For example, the number of
species that can form a specific bond with the component
13 from the right (i.e., number of choices for site Y in
Fig. SS.1B) is given by the promiscuity ∼ mMN of 13’s
right-side binding site. Similarly, we have another set of
∼ mMN choices of species for site X that bind specifically
to the component 14 from below. The choices for site Z1,
i.e. species that can bind specifically to both 13 and 14,
is given by the intersection of these two sets.
If the m stored structures are randomly and indepen-
dently constituted from the N species, we can assume
that these sets of choices for X and Y are two random
uncorrelated sets of size mMN contained in the set of all
N species. We then estimate the probability of having
at least one element in the intersection of the two sets to
be,
P∩ = 1−
(
1− mM
N2
)mM
N
. (5)
7To estimate the probability that at least one extended
chimeric structure of length L (like that shown in red in
Fig. SS.1A) exists, we assume a choice of species for site
Z1 that is stably bound and compute the probability of
stably-bound chimeric choices for Z2, fix a choice for Z2
and compute choices for Z3 and so on. Such an estimate
of the probability of existence of an extended chimeric
structure of length L is given by:
PL ∼ PL∩ =
(
1−
(
1− mM
N2
)mM
N
)L
. (6)
Taylor expanding for small mMN gives
PL ∼
(
m2M2
N3
)L
. (7)
For large L, this probability sharply grows at m ≈ mc,
where
mc ∼ N
M
√
N. (8)
A similar argument applies for a general lattice struc-
ture with coordination number z. In this more general
case, a component occupying site Zi must form specific
bonds with z/2 boundary components. Hence the choice
of species for each Zi is given by the intersection of z/2
sets of size mMN each, so that the Taylor expansion for P∩
is modified to P∩ = N
(
mM
N2
) z
2 . The formula for capacity
with general coordination number z is therefore:
mc ∼ N
M
N (z−2)/z. (9)
Explicit counting of chimeras using transfer matrices
We can also explicitly count the number of stably-
bound chimeric structures νL(m,N,M) of length L, i.e.,
the number of choices for the set {Z1, . . . , ZL} shown in
Fig. SS.1. Thus, PL estimated above is the probability
that νL ≥ 1.
We can numerically compute νL for a square lattice
through explicit enumeration using a transfer-matrix-like
method [1].
Let wa be the set of species that can occupy site Za in
Fig. SS.1A by forming a specific bond with the boundary
component from the right. (For instance, w2 is the set of
species that specifically bind to the component species 10
from the right.) We form a “transfer matrix” Ta between
sites a and a + 1 by restricting the matrix e−βU
tot
αβ to
rows α which are species found in wa and to columns β
which are species found in wa+1. Hence Ta is a |wa| ×
|wa+1| matrix of Boltzmann factors for binding between
species wa and wa+1 that can stably occupy sites a and
a + 1. (Note that we use the interaction matrix U tot
between top and bottom faces, i.e., vertical direction in
Fig. SS.1A, in this construction of Ta.) Then, the sum
ζL of all entries of the matrix product,
ζL =
∑∑
T1T2 . . . TL (10)
gives the partition function summed over all chimeric
structures made of components Z1, . . . , ZL which, by con-
struction, form specific bonds with the (black) boundary
components to the left in Fig. SS.1A. The most stable of
these chimeric structures will also contain specific (verti-
cal) bonds between every pair Za, Za+1, i.e., L−1 specific
vertical bonds of energy −E each. Hence, if we multiply
the partition function ζL by e
+β(L−1)E and take the limit
β →∞, only terms corresponding to chimeric structures
with L specific vertical bonds will survive. In fact, in the
large β limit, e+β(L−1)EζL precisely gives us the number
νL of such stably-bound chimeric structures.
Using this method, we can compute νL explicitly for
given boundary conditions. Averaging this count over
200 realizations of m random structures of size M = N ,
we obtained νL(m,N) shown in Fig. SS.1C. Here we
chose L ∼ √N/2 to only count chimeric structures of
length comparable to the side length of the
√
N × √N
structure itself. (However, any L that grows with N
gives similar results, as supported by the probabilistic
argument for PL above.) By varying N between 36 and
10, 000, the inset of Fig. SS.1C shows that νL rises rapidly
at m = mc ∼
√
N .
Both our probabilistic arguments, using PL and explic-
itly counting νL of chimeric structures, agree on the scal-
ing of capacity mc ∼
√
N . These results also agree with
the scaling extracted from Monte-Carlo simulations of
the lattice model, presented in Fig. 4 and in Section III A
below.
II. MINIMAL SEED SIZE AND LIFETIME OF
THE MULTIFARIOUS ASSEMBLY MIXTURE
We require two distinct behaviors of the multifarious
assembly mixture:
• Responsive: The multifarious assembly mixture
must produce structures in response to an exter-
nally introduced seed (or equivalent perturbation)
of small size,
• Stable: The multifarious assembly mixture must
be stable in the absence of external signals and
must not produce any structures spontaneously.
Nucleation theory, adapted to multifarious structures,
dictates whether such competing requirements can be im-
plemented.
Minimal seed size needed r∗.
We begin with the question of how large a seed is
needed to recover a stored structure. The change in free
8energy, with respect to the multifarious assembly mix-
ture, due to the presence of an r × r square seed taken
from one of the m stored structures is:
F (r) = 2Er(r − 1)− µr2, (11)
since such a structure has r2 components and 2r(r − 1)
strong bonds. Here −E < 0 is the energy of specific
bonds and µ > 0 is the chemical potential of each species.
(Note that we neglect the change of entropy in Eqn. (11).)
The general shape of F (r) is shown in Fig. SS.2; as in
conventional nucleation theory, F (r) has a maximum for
some critical size r∗. A sub-critical seed of size r < r∗
will dissolve back into its components while supercritical
seeds (i.e., size r > r∗) will grow in size and into the full
stored structure.
Hence the minimal size of the seed we must introduce
to recover structures is simply given by the size r∗ of the
critical seed. We can calculate r∗ by setting ∂rF = 0.
We find
r∗ =
E
2E − µ, (12)
with F∗ ≡ F (r∗) = (2E − µ)r2∗. Note that this relation-
ship is independent of the number of stored structures m;
the minimal seed size is determined by a local condition
∂rF = 0 on the free energy landscape and is not affected
by the presence of other minima.
Lifetime of the multifarious assembly mixture t∗.
The excess free energy potential F (r) shown in
Fig. SS.2 implies that the multifarious assembly mixture
is intrinsically unstable — even without the external in-
troduction of any seed, a critical seed of size r∗ could
spontaneously emerge on some timescale t∗, leading to
the nucleation of random stored structures. Hence the
timescale of such spontaneous nucleation t∗ sets the use-
ful lifetime of the multifarious assembly mixture.
In conventional nucleation theory, the timescale for
spontaneous nucleation t∗ is given by Arrhenius’s for-
mula for barrier crossing t∗ ∼ e−
F∗
kBT . However, with m
multifarious structures, we need to modify this formula
to account for multiple inequivalent seeds that can spon-
taneously nucleate distinct stored structures. If there are
q(m,N,M) inequivalent barriers that can be crossed, the
timescale for spontaneously crossing any one of the bar-
riers and assembling a stable stored structure is given
by,
log
t∗
τ
=
F∗
kBT
− log q(m,N,M), (13)
where τ is a timescale associated with microscopic pro-
cesses. In conventional nucleation theory, there is only
one (or O(1)) stable phase, while seeds can vary only
in shape and not in composition. In contrast, our mul-
tifarious assembly mixture can form at least m stable
structures (i.e., the m stored structures) in addition to
any stable chimeric structures that might exist. Further,
seeds from different parts of these multifarious structures
are inequivalent in composition.
For small m  mc, we can ignore chimeric structures
and estimate
q ∼ mM, (14)
since the m stored structures can each be nucleated with
∼ M inequivalent seeds. We do not pursue the detailed
form of this correction any further here; the correction
to Eqn. 13 is logarithmic and numerical simulations dis-
cussed below confirm that the log q correction is modest.
Using the expression for F∗, we find,
log
t∗
τ
= (2E − µ)r2∗ − log q(m,N,M). (15)
Note that we have an unavoidable trade-off: increasing
the lifetime of the multifarious assembly mixture t∗ would
necessarily increase the critical seed size r∗. Thus a more
stable multifarious assembly mixture requires a larger
seed for recovering stored structures.
We can also rewrite the lifetime t∗ in terms of the pa-
rameters µ and E as
log
t∗
τ
=
E2
kBT (2E − µ) − log q(m,N,M), (16)
and we tested this relationship in our Monte Carlo sim-
ulations.
III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
We carry out Monte Carlo simulations of this system,
with N different species of square tiles on a square grid,
see Fig. S.3. Each stored structure is a
√
M ×√M sized
square composed as a random permutation of M ≡ N
tiles, with each tile being of different species. Since we
work in the grand canonical ensemble, the total system
was larger, with a side length
√
N0 = 2
√
M , when
√
M
was even, and
√
N0 = 2
√
M + 1 otherwise.
The energy of a state of the system is specified by USδ ,
where S ∈ {1, . . . ,m} labels the stored structures, while
δ = 1 . . . z labels the bond directionality of the nearest
neighbor tile positions, with z = 4 being the coordination
number (or valance). For our square grid, δ = 1 . . . 4 la-
bels up, right, down and left neighbor positions, respec-
tively. For a given structure S we consider all nearest
neighbor pairs of tiles. When a pair of tiles of species
α, β is found, δ is determined as the directionality of the
distance vector ~rαβ , and U
S
αβ,δ is set to −E. The ele-
ments of the total interaction matrix for the system are:
U totαβ,δ = max(
m∑
S=1
USαβ,δ,−E). (17)
9The maximum function caps the matrix elements, since
we consider a model with all bonds of the same strength.
Finally, we define the energy of states. The square grid
hasN0 sites, each being either empty or occupied by a tile
which can be one of N different species. An empty site
can be simply treated as a tile of zeroth species, which
has no binding energy, so U totαβ,δ ≡ 0 when any of α, β is
zero, and with chemical potential µ0 = 0. A state of the
system is then described by a vector array ~σi = {σαi },
where σαi = 1 if α ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} is the tile species at
grid site i = 1 . . . N0, and σ
α
i = 0 otherwise, with σ
0
i = 1
labeling site i void of tile. The energy of such a state is:
U =
∑
〈i,j〉
~σi · U totδ(i,j) · ~σj +
N∑
i
~µ · ~σi (18)
=
∑
〈i,j〉
∑
α,β
U totαβ,δ(i,j)σ
α
i σ
β
j +
N∑
i
N∑
α
µασ
α
i ,
where δ(i, j) is the directionality defined by nearest
neighbor pair 〈i, j〉, and ~µ = {µα} the vector of chemical
potentials for species α.
The Monte Carlo algorithm we used in the simulations
chooses a random grid position and changes its species
with a probability e−∆U/kBT , where ∆U is the total en-
ergy cost of the change calculated using Eq. (15). Typical
simulations were run for 106Latts, where 1Latts is one
lattice sweep, i.e., N0 Monte Carlo moves.
A. Scaling of capacity in simulations
Fig. 4A shows the error in an assembled structure, ob-
served at the end of simulation, as a function of the num-
ber of stored structures m, for different structure sizes M
(and correspondingly different system sizes N and num-
bers of tile species M = N). Each simulation starts with
one selected complete structure of a given size M (in
shape of a square) and runs for a fixed amount of time
trun. We define the error using a three-step procedure,
see Fig. SS.4: first, in the final state of the simulation
we identify the largest contiguous area of tiles that are
bonded, i.e., the largest connected structure, which we
call the ”final structure”; next, the union of the area of
the final structure with the area of the initial structure
(which is a square) gives a total area A, and the number
of tiles that match between the initial and final structures
inside A is divided by the total number of tiles in A to
give the overlap of structures. By definition, this overlap
is between zero and one. However, since the initial struc-
ture in the simulations never dissolves in the considered
regimes (I and III), the overlap is at least M/N (for the
system sizes we studied M/N ≈ 0.25). Finally, the er-
ror is defined as one minus the overlap. This definition
of error, which uses A, consistently takes into account
the multifarious assembly mistakes that occur by chang-
ing or loosing tiles in the initial structure, as well as by
attaching tiles to the boundary of the initial structure.
For any given structure size M , the error in the sim-
ulations sharply rises from zero when a certain number
of stored structures was reached, and then quickly satu-
rates at 1 −M/N ≈ 0.75. The capacity mc is the num-
ber of structures that can be stored without having a
large error, and we extract its value using a finite size
scaling analysis. Our Ansatz for the scaling function is
Error = f( mmc ), with mc ≡ Nκ, where m is the num-
ber of stored structures and κ is the only fit parameter
in function f . We find it robust for analysis to consider
only the datapoints for which Error ≤ 0.5, which is con-
sistent with our interest in the sharp rise of error from
zero. We rescale the datapoints in each error curve using
m → mNκ ≡ x, with κ fixed, and we fit the complete set
of datapoints using a polynomial of fifth degree which
represents the unknown function f(x). We quantify the
quality of the fit for the given κ with χ2 = R/(r + p),
where R is total of squared fit residuals, r is total of
squared mean prediction errors, and p is total of squared
datapoint errors [2]. We minimize χ2 with respect to κ.
The χ2 varied smoothly with κ and its minimum is eas-
ily found, giving the optimal value of κ. Fig. 4b shows a
very good collapse of error curves for different number of
species N when the optimal κ is used (the parts of the
curves with Error > 0.5 are also plotted), which validates
the scaling Ansatz.
Finally, we describe the procedure for estimating the
error of the calculated optimal value of κ. We use a sim-
ple bootstrap method [3]. Consider the error curve for
some system size, and let there be n datapoints in this
curve. We form a new dataset by randomly choosing a
datapoint from the curve n times. The new curve there-
fore has the same number of points as the original, but
some of the original points might be missing and some
might occur multiple times. This sampling is applied to
every error curve. Using the new datasets, the new opti-
mal value of κ is calculated. We repeat the entire proce-
dure a hundred times (always starting from the original
datasets), giving a distribution of optimal κ values. The
mean of the distribution is the κ quoted in the main text,
while the standard deviation is its error.
We check that using higher order polynomials in the
fit procedure does not significantly improve the quality
of fits. In addition, instead of taking the error cutoff
equal to 0.5, we also vary it between 0.2 and 0.7, but the
variation in obtained optimal κ was of the same order
of magnitude as the error obtained by the bootstrapping
procedure.
B. Minimal seed radius r∗ and lifetime t∗ of the
multifarious assembly mixture in simulations
To test the relationship between r∗, µ and m
(Eqns. (12) and (16)), we ran a series of simulations start-
ing with a square-shaped seed of different sizes and var-
ious values of µ, and measure the probability that the
seed dissolves. We consider m = 1 and m = 5 stored
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structures at fixed temperature T = 0.15, well inside the
retrieval regime.
Fig. SS.5 shows the dissolving probability as a function
of the number of tiles in a seed, Nseed, each given seed
approximating a disc in shape. Each probability aver-
ages 100 simulation runs. From this data we extract the
critical radius of the seed, r∗, at which the probability
to dissolve drops to zero. We show the extracted r∗ as a
function of µ in Fig. SS.6. Note that in this section we
redefine the quantity r∗ as dimensionless and equals the
critical seed radius measured in the units of tile length.
Lifetime t∗ in simulations
We investigate different time scales in the Monte Carlo
simulations of the lattice model. Fig. SS.7A plots both
the spontaneous nucleation time t∗ and the recovery time
trec measured as functions of the chemical potential µ.
We define the spontaneous nucleation time t∗ as the time
when any structure, being spontaneously assembled in
the homogeneous solution, reached an area of M/4 = 100
tiles, which is above the critical nucleation size for the
largest value of the chemical potential we considered (see
Fig. SS.5). Recovery time trec identifies the moment in
the simulation when we first observed the seeded struc-
ture completely assemble (seed had 79 tiles, which is
supercritical for all chemical potentials considered). In
some simulations, at the moment of completed assembly,
there are a few erroneous tiles attached to the structure,
which we neglect here.
As µ/E → 2, the t∗ diverges, while the recovery
time is much smaller and essentially independent of µ.
This demonstrates that there is a parameter range of
the model where structure retrieval occurs much more
quickly than spontaneous nucleation from the solution,
Fig. SS.7A. In Fig. SS.7B shows how the nucleation time
t∗ depends on the number of stored structures. The ob-
tained result is consistent with Eqns. 14 and 16 of the
main text.
C. Transition from chimeric regime to
homogeneous solution regime in simulations
Here we present details of the finite temperature tran-
sition between regimes III and IV presented in Fig. 2.
As presented in Fig. SS.8, we pick the simulations with
m = 17, 30 and 50 stored structures as examples, and
look at the size of largest structure as function of tem-
perature. At the end of each simulation we identify the
“biggest structure” as the largest contiguous area of tiles
that are bonded specific interactions, i.e., the largest
connected structure. At each temperature we average
the size (number of tiles) of the biggest structure over
10 independent runs. Fig. SS.8 reveals that the biggest
structure covered most of the entire system at low tem-
peratures (regime III), but its size sharply dropped at a
certain temperature. At temperatures above this transi-
tion (regime IV), the system is mostly filled with tiles,
however, there are hardly any specific interactions be-
tween them, i.e., the state was a solution of fluctuating
components. As expected, the transition temperature
increases slowly with increasing number of stored struc-
tures to −E/kBT = −1, with −E the binding energy.
D. Regimes observed in Monte Carlo simulations
In Fig. SS.9A-B we show regimes observed in Monte
Carlo simulations as a function of the number of stored
structures m and temperature kBT/E, starting from a
particular supercritical seed (shown in bottom panels).
As in Fig. 2, we use different colors to visualize differ-
ent stored structures, with the seeded structure colored
in dark red. Bottom panels distinguish the four regimes
identified in the diagram. In regime I the desired struc-
ture is retrieved through heterogeneous nucleation since
the solution remains stable in the time required for as-
sembly. The solution in this regime is a functional multi-
farious assembly mixture. Regime II is characterized by
homogeneous nucleation of all structures due to reduced
stability of the solution. In regime III, formation of struc-
tures is dominated by chimeras. Finally, in regime IV,
any initial seed is disintegrated into the solution.
These figures differ from Fig. 2 in the value of the chem-
ical potential µ, which is the same for all the species.
In Fig. SS.9A the lifetime t∗ of the multifarious assem-
bly mixture is suppressed due to the lower value of µ =
1.70E. Hence, regime II suppresses the retrieval regime
I compared to the result in Fig. 2, where µ = 1.80E.
In Fig. SS.9B the chemical potential is higher µ =
1.85E. Consequently the characteristic lifetime of the
multifarious assembly mixture is t∗  trecovery (see
Fig. SS.7), resulting in complete suppression of regime
II.
IV. CONNECTIONS TO NEURAL NETWORKS
AND THERMODYNAMIC LIMITS
Our model of multifarious assembly mixtures is closely
related to models of associative memory [4]. In these
models [5], multiple “memories” are stored as stable
states of a neural network by choosing the connections
between N neurons appropriately. Just as with multi-
farious assembly mixtures, neural networks have a finite
capacity; with N neurons, a limited number of memo-
ries m < mc(N) can be reliably stored and retrieved. If
the capacity mc(N) is exceeded, many spurious memo-
ries – undesired stable states – appear and interfere with
retrieval.
Neural networks have also been studied in the ther-
modynamic limit of a large number of neurons N [6, 7].
In this limit [6], energy barriers separating the memories
grow large and each memory becomes a stable thermody-
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namic phase of the system, provided the number of mem-
ories m = αN is less than a critical value αcN . However,
there is a phase transition at α ∼ αc to a spin-glass phase
with an exponential number of other spurious but stable
states. The properties of such phases have been worked
out for different neural networks with different models
of interactions between neurons, resulting in phase di-
agrams that resemble Fig. 2 of our paper. In fact, a
recently studied [8, 9] 2d-lattice neural network, albeit
with long-ranged interactions, is closely related to the
large coordination number z limit of our model. Hence,
it is natural to ask about the thermodynamic proper-
ties of multifarious assembly mixtures. For example, we
can take the size of programmed structures M → ∞ to
be large, with the ratio N/M held finite. Such a limit
might allow for a growing number of stored structures
m = α(N/M)N (z−2)/z to become stable phases of the
system, provided α is less than a critical αc.
However, a crucial intrinsically-kinetic feature of multi-
farious assembly mixtures, not found in neural networks,
is the stability of the unassembled mixture itself. As we
showed in the paper, the unassembled mixture has a fi-
nite lifetime t∗ after which random stored structures are
spontaneously nucleated. This lifetime t∗ is set by the ra-
tio µ/E of chemical potential to bond energy and hence,
in principle, is independent of structure size M and can
stay finite in the thermodynamic limit.
As a result, for multifarious assembly mixtures, the
question of practical interest is a finite-time kinetic ques-
tion — can one recover specific structures using seeds
in a time shorter than t∗? To focus on this question,
we define capacity and the transition to chimeric phase
through a practical finite-time notion of error — we in-
troduce an initial seed and measured error in recovery
after a finite simulation time chosen to be much smaller
than the lifetime of the mixture.
A thermodynamic analysis of our model would require
a modified set of quantities and parameter limits. For ex-
ample, the unassembled mixture can itself be stabilized
as a phase only if its lifetime t∗ diverges in the thermody-
namic limit, which requires tuning the chemical potential
µ(M)/E → 2 with growing structure size M → ∞. In
such a limit, our finite-time error can be replaced by or-
der parameters analogous to those used in [6, 9] to study
the transition to the chimeric regime. We leave a de-
tailed study of the thermodynamic limit of multifarious
assembly mixtures to future work.
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FIG. 1. A) Schematic depiction of the basic idea of assembly of different desired multifarious structures (S = 1, S = 2 or
S = 3 = m) by using the same set of components. In general, the multiplicity of different component species within a structure
can be non-trivial, i.e., the number of component species, NS , comprising structure S can be different from the size of that
structure, MS , NS 6= MS . For example, in structure S = 1, the multiplicity of species 9 is n19 = 2. Similarly, n28 = 2 and
n33 = 2 in structures S = 2 and S = 3 respectively. B) Free energy landscape and chimeric states. (I) A solution of N different
species of components, with interactions designed for assembly of desired structures S = 1 (II), S = 2 (III) and S = 3 = m
(IV). The desired stored structures are not the only free energy minima; chimeric structures, i.e., hybrids between different
stored structures, can also exist (IIa, IVa). Insets — Assembly of the stored structures can be triggered by manipulating a
small number of components: (Left) Introducing a supercritical seed, a subcluster of the desired stored structure; (Middle)
Increasing the average concentration of components that can make a supercritical seed by tuning their chemical potentials;
(Right) Increasing the specific binding energy of components that can make a supercritical seed.
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FIG. 2. Diagram of the different simulation outcomes as a function of the number of stored structures m and temperature
kBT/E, starting from a particular supercritical seed (shown in bottom panels). We use different colors to visualize different
stored structures, with the seeded structure colored in dark red. Bottom panels distinguish the four regimes identified in the
diagram. In regime I the desired structure is retrieved through heterogeneous nucleation since the solution remains stable
in the time required for assembly. The solution in this regime is a functional multifarious assembly mixture. Regime II is
characterized by homogeneous nucleation of all structures due to reduced stability of the solution (see SI Text Section 3.2). In
regime III, formation of structures is dominated by chimeras. Finally, in regime IV, any initial seed is disintegrated into the
solution (see also SI text and SI Fig. S8). These simulations were run for a fixed length of time, 2∗106 lattice sweeps, and with
fixed chemical potential, µ = 1.80E, for all species. The value of µ mostly influences the extent of regimes I and II. In each
plotted snapshot only neighboring tiles that have specific binding between them are plotted, hence tiles without any bonds are
omitted. Note that in a system with fixed concentrations, rather than µ, most components would clump to the seed in regime
III, while in regime I they would disperse in the solution independently of the structure nucleated from the seed.
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FIG. 3. Configurations observed during the simulations of retrieval of the desired structure (dark red) in a solution of tiles, whose
interactions encode five different structures (m = 5). Each type of simulation was run at a fixed temperature kBT/E = 0.15.
The retrieval uses three different triggers: (Top row) a nucleation seed — i.e., a subcluster of the desired structure, as appears
in the first snapshot. We used chemical potential µ = 1.85E for all tile species and observed the retrieval of the desired stored
structure progress during the time window between 105 and 3 · 105 lattice sweeps; (Middle row) enhanced concentrations of a
small number of tile species that can make the seed used in the top row, by using µ = 1.35E for these tile species and µ = 1.85E
otherwise. We observed the retrieval of the desired structure in the time between 4 · 105 and 7 · 105 lattice sweeps; (Bottom
row) stronger binding energies Uαβ = −2E between the small number of tile species that can make the seed shown in the top
row. We used chemical potential µ = 1.85E for all tile species and observed the retrieval progress in the time between 3 · 105
and 6 · 105 lattice sweeps. In each of the three rows the snapshots were taken within the time interval ∆t = 3 · 105 lattice
sweeps, starting at the time when retrieval begins.
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FIG. 4. Scaling of the storage capacity. A) Measure of difference between the desired structure and the obtained structure
(see SI Text and SI Fig. S4 for the definition and SI Fig. S1) as a function of the number of stored structures m, for different
numbers of tile species N . Stored structures contain M = N tiles, each of different species. Each point is an ensemble average
result of ∼ 100 different simulation runs. (The curves saturate at ≈ 0.75, see SI Text for details.) B) Collapse of the curves
when the number of stored structures m is rescaled as (m −mc)/mc, with mc ∼ Nκ and κ = 0.47 ± 0.02. (See SI Text for
scaling analysis.) All the simulations were run for values of N ∈ [100, 4900], with µ = 1.85E and kBT/E = 0.15, for a fixed
time of trun = 2 ∗ 106 lattice sweeps. A diagram of the different simulation outcomes as a function of the number of stored
structures and temperature for µ = 1.85E can be found in SI Text.
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FIG. 5. Stability of the solution. The characteristic time t∗ is plotted here as function of the number of tiles in a critical
seed, N∗, which was varied in simulations by changing the value of µ ∈ [1.50E, 1.90E]. The number of tiles needed to trigger
assembly depends weakly (approximately logarithmically) on t∗ and remains small compared to the structure size of M = 400.
Note that N∗ depends very weakly on the number of stored structures m. The simulations were run at fixed temperature
kBT/E = 0.15.
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FIG. S.1. A) If a growing seed (black) can bind distinct sets of species through specific bonds, chimeric structures will form.
To determine when this happens, we ask how many different choices ν of species can fill in the red sites Za such that they
bind specifically to each other (vertically) and to an arbitrary seed boundary (numbered black tiles to the left). Such choices
correspond to stable chimeric structures that interfere with recovery. B) The choice of species for Z1 is the intersection of the set
of species X that bind specifically to 14 and species Y that bind specifically to 13. C) We used a transfer-matrix-like technique
to explicitly count the number νL(m,N) of ways of filling in sites Z1, . . . ZL in A) with species such that all bonds (vertical
and to the left with the black seed boundary) are specific. Thus νL gives the number of stable chimeric structures that can
grow on the seed boundary. We find that νL rises sharply with number of memories m at mc(N) ∼ Nκ, with κ = 0.54± 0.01
consistent with the prediction κ = 1/2 (inset). We chose the length L ∼ √N/2 comparable to the linear size of the √N ×√N
shaped stored structures, however the capacity scaling mc ∼
√
N is not influenced by this choice but rather by the coordination
number of the lattice.
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FIG. S.2. The change in free energy F (r) of a r× r square seed taken from a stored structure. Only seeds with r > r∗ will grow
into a stored structure. The multifarious assembly mixture of unbound components can also spontaneously nucleate a critical
seed on a timescale t∗, leading to the assembly of random stored structures without any external cue. Thus t∗ sets the useful
lifetime of the multifarious assembly mixture. A multifarious assembly mixture with a longer lifetime t∗ (i.e., higher stability)
necessarily requires larger seeds r∗ for recovering structures (i.e., lower responsiveness).
FIG. S.3. Monte Carlo simulations on a square grid. A) All stored structures consist of MS = 400 tiles forming a square
(dark red). The entire system has N0 = 1600 grid sites which can be occupied by tiles. B) There are m different stored
structures indexed by S. We take NS = 400 tiles, each being of different species (there are N = 400 species available), and
randomly permute them inside the square of size MS = 400, to obtain a stored structure. In other words, each tile species
occurs exactly once in each structure, with examples of tile species 1, 2, 3 depicted, making the species multiplicities nSα = 1,
i.e., N = NS = MS = M .
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FIG. S.4. Sketch of how error in assembled structure is defined. The initial structure was a square of size M (dark red). The
”final structure” was identified in the final state of the simulation, as the largest contiguous area of tiles that are bonded, i.e.,
the largest connected structure (shaded). The area A is the union of initial and final structures (bounded by orange line). The
number of tiles that match between the initial and final structures inside A is divided by the total area of A to give the overlap
of structures. The error is defined as one minus the overlap. This definition of error takes into account all assembly mistakes,
such as changed and lost tiles in the initial structure and tiles attached to the initial structure. In considered regimes (I and
III), the errors tend to spread the final structure across the entire system of total area N (giving overlap M/N ≈ 0.25 or more),
but rarely shrink it compared to initial structure (which could give overlaps from 1 down to 0). The measured error therefore
saturated at ≈ 1− 0.25 = 0.75.
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FIG. S.5. Probability to dissolve a seed of size Nseed for different values of chemical potential in the range µ ∈ [1.5, 1.9], and
number of stored structures being A) m = 1, and B) m = 5. Each point is calculated as a probability based on 100 independent
simulation runs.
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FIG. S.6. Radius of the critical nucleation seed r∗ (here defined in units of tile length) as a function of µ extracted from data
shown in Fig. SS.5. The data roughly agrees with the scaling predicted from nucleation theory (Eqn. (12)).
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FIG. S.7. A) Nucleation time t∗ and recovery time trec, in units of kLatts(= 103 lattice sweeps), as functions of chemical
potential −µ, for m = 1 and 5 stored structures. The trec does not significantly vary with −µ, whereas t∗ shows a dramatic
increase with −µ. Each point is an ensemble average result over 100 different runs. B) The t∗ vs. the number of stored
structures m, for three different values of chemical potential µ.
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FIG. S.8. The finite temperature transition between regimes III and IV in Fig. 2, quantified by temperature dependence of
the size of the biggest assembled structure. At the end of each simulation we identified the “biggest structure” as the largest
connected area of tiles that are bonded by specific interactions. At each temperature its size was averaged over 10 independent
runs. At temperatures above the transition (regime IV), the system was also mostly filled with tiles, however, there were hardly
any specific interactions between them, i.e., the state was a homogeneous solution of fluctuating components.
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FIG. S.9. The various regimes observed in Monte Carlo simulations as function of number of stored structures m and
temperature kBT/E. These simulations were run for a fixed length of time, 2 ∗ 106 lattice sweeps. In comparison to Fig. 2
of main text the only difference is in the value of chemical potential µ, which is equal for all species. A) µ = 1.70E: The
lower value of the chemical potential influences the stability of the multifarious assembly mixture by reducing its lifetime t∗.
Consequently the extent of the retrieval regime I is suppressed by the homogeneous nucleation regime II. B) µ = 1.85E: For
this value of the chemical potential, regime II is completely suppressed. This value of µ was used in Fig. 4 of the main text.
